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Abstract
Access control to resources is one of the most important issues for supporting human activities in
the digital space. However, existing access control methods are not effective for temporal activities
such as visitor access. In this paper, we focus on visitor access control nature in real space, and
propose a novel access control scheme utilizing social relationships which is effective for temporal
activities. We also evaluate capability of our scheme through experimental results using a prototype
system.
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1: Introduction
Access control to resources is one of the most important issues for supporting human activities
in the digital space[4][8][13]. Growth of information communication technology makes people’s
activities in digital space more popular than ever. Digital space is a kind of societies where people
participate and interacts. Same as in real space, people in digital space should recognize society, and
be able to take actions without anxiety and discomfort. Socialware [11] is a software technology to
support people’s activities in digital space by enhancing social reality. Socialware has two goals: 1)
apply existing rules and knowledge used in real space to activities in digital space, and 2) create new
knowledge and rules which are specific to digital space. Such knowledge, which is involved with
social activities, is called Social Knowledge, and it will be important to enhance people’s social
reality in digital space. Based on the concept of socialware, we propose a novel access control
scheme which realizes access rights delegation so as to achieve flexible access control to resources
in digital space, which is indispensable for activities in digital space,
Access control methods are crucial technologies to enable people to act in digital space safely.
Hence there are several efforts to achieve effective access control in computer system. RBAC
(Role-Based Access Control) introduced a concept of role to reduce management task of access
control configuration [1][9][15][17]. TRBAC (Temporal Role-Based Access Control) introduced
the time constraints and role dependencies to deal with temporal roles [2][10]. Context-aware
Access Control methods introduced the context-based constraints such as user’s location and device
availability to deal with dynamic change of access rights according to context [3][12][14][16].
However, there is a limitation that these methods are not effective for occasional situation. For
example, in real space, when a visitor, e.g. a research partner belonging to another organization,
comes to your office, he may be able to enter your office whenever there is a native member who
share a certain social relationship, such as a member of the same research project. In this case, it
can be understood that a kind of access rights such as “entering office” is dynamically delegated
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from the native member to the visitor under the responsibility of the native member. On the other
hand, it is difficult in digital space to deal with such an occasional visitor because existing access
control methods lack the capability to delegate one’s rights according to the presence of a guarantor.
In this paper, to overcome the above limitation, we propose an automated access rights delegation scheme which utilizes social relationships between native members and visitors. To manage
presence of a guarantor explicitly, we introduce a personal agent and an authority place. The personal agent in digital space represents a corresponding person in real space, and if the personal
agent exists on authority place, it means corresponding person is in real space. This personal agent
and authority place make our scheme possible to give access rights to the visitor temporarily as long
as his guarantor exists.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce related work on access
control and issues. The proposed scheme and its model are described in Section 3. Section 4
presents a an application of the proposed scheme, i.e., collaborative work support system with the
proposed scheme, and Section 5 presents experiments and discussion with the system. Finally we
conclude our work in Section 6.

2: Related work
RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) is one of the existing access control schemes, where users
are assigned with roles, and roles with access rights[1][9][15][17]. This scheme has an advantage
of management cost because roles are, in general, likely to be associated with positions in an organization. However, this scheme requires static configuration of acceptable roles in ACL (Access
Control List). And it has to be done manually to add, change, and delete users and roles. Therefore,
this scheme is effective where roles do not change frequently. However, in fact, there is a case
where some users’ accesses should be enabled temporarily. In the latter case, an administrator will
be burdened by emergent update of ACL. And also there might be an issue of safety such that the
administrator forgot to disable temporal access rights afterwards.
TRBAC (Temporal Role-Based Access Control) is an access control scheme for dynamic and
temporal changes to access rights assigned to roles[2][10]. TRBAC introduces time constraints and
role dependencies to its scheme to deal with temporal roles. For example, assume that a person
works part-time for some company from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., and a role ‘part-time-staff’ is assigned to
him. In this case, an administrator can activate the role ‘part-time-staff’ from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
order to give the staff an access right to the company’s system with time constraints. In addition, the
validity of a certain role can be controlled in response to the condition of other roles, which is called
role dependencies. For example, a role ‘nurse’ can be active only if a role ‘doctor’ is active. With
time constraints and role dependencies, TRBAC effectively deal with regular activities. However,
TRBAC cannot deal with unexpected activities, such as occasional meetings caused by emergent
situations. The administrator has to make changes to roles for temporal or emergency activities,
and the higher the frequency of such activities, the heavier the workload.
Context-aware Access Control method was proposed to deal with ubiquitous computing environments [3][12][14][16]. This method has the ability to dynamically adjust access control decisions
in order to adapt to changes of the situation or state of an entity such as location of a mobile user,
availability of a device and etc. However, this method has a limitation that it can consider only the
situation of the entity. In other words, it cannot adjust the decisions according to situations of other
persons such as a guarantor to the user because it has no mechanism to manage presence of the
person explicitly.
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Figure 1. An implicit rule of temporal visitor access in real space.
In addition, FIPA shows access rights delegation scenarios[5], and some access rights delegation
methods are discussed [6][18]. These methods allow users to delegate their own rights to other
persons, but they do not consider presence of a guarantor.
To summarize the above-mentioned existing methods, it is needed to realize more flexible and
dynamic access grant scheme for temporal and emergent activities considering the presence of a
related person such as a guarantor.

3: Proposal of Agent-based access rights delegation scheme
3.1: Access control in real space
To overcome the limitation of existing access control methods, we propose an agent-based access
rights delegation scheme utilizing social relationships. The idea of this scheme is inspired from
implicit access control nature in real space. In real space, there is a common rule such that a
person belonging to an external organization can get a temporal access right under responsibility of
a guarantor who already has access rights to a certain resource.
Figure 1 shows a case of emergent visitor access in real space. In the figure, Member A, Member B
and Member C are native members of the laboratory L, whereas Visitor V is not a member. Let us
suppose Visitor V is involved in a cooperative research project with Member A, and Visitor V wants
to enter L. As shown in Figure 1(a), due to the fact that Member A is not in the laboratory, Member B
and Member C are unable to identify Visitor V. Therefore, Visitor V will not be allowed to enter the
laboratory L. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1(b), when Member A is in the laboratory,
Member B and Member C can identify Visitor V through his social relationship with Member A.
Therefore, Visitor V is allowed to enter the laboratory L. In this way, even if a certain resource, i.e.
the laboratory space L in this case, that normally would be out of reach for an outsider, Visitor V
can obtain access rights to the resource due to the social relationship.
While Visitor V is inside the laboratory, Member A becomes a guarantor to Visitor V and is responsible for his behavior. For that reason, Visitor V can have the same or less access privileges as
Member A. It also can be said that a kind of access rights such as “entering laboratory” is dynamically delegated from the native member to the visitor under the responsibility of the native member
due to a social relationship.
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Figure 2. Personal agents and authority place in digital space.
3.2: An access rights delegation scheme utilizing social relationships
In a similar way as of real space, we propose a novel access control scheme in digital space
with a notion of access rights delegation based on social relationship. A remarkable feature of our
scheme is that it can explicitly manage the presence of a guarantor at the location where a certain
job or task is being undertaken. Therefore, we consider the following two functions are important:
• F1 - explicit representation of people in digital space.
• F2 - delegation of rights based on social relationship.
To realize these two functions, we newly introduce the following components:
• A personal agent and an authority place.
• Social relationship based access rights filtering and delegation mechanisms.
3.2.1: Personal agent and authority place

In real space, our access rights to certain resources are determined dynamically depending on the
presence of a guarantor. In order to introduce this concept into digital space, we have to explicitly
state the presence of people and their working places in digital space. To realize this, we introduce
a personal agent and an authority place. Figure 2 shows the relation among personal agents, the
authority place and digital space. So far, this has not been considered by existing access control
models. The personal agent represents a corresponding person, and if the personal agent exists in
authority place, it means the corresponding person is present. By introducing the personal agent
and the authority place, we can now define whether a certain person is present in the place or not.
The authority place in this case is what we defined in Section 3.1 as L. Inside the authority place,
4
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Figure 3. Delegation of access rights with authority filter.
there are several resources like a computer, storage, a printer etc., which are also represented as
resource agents.
3.2.2: Delegation of access rights based on social relationship

When Member A, who is a guarantor, delegates his access rights to Visitor V, the following requirements should be satisfied:
• The delegation of rights occurs in conformity with the social relationship between Member A
and Visitor V.
• Visitor V can get the same or less access privileges as Member A.
In order to meet the requirements, we introduce an authority filter which limits the access rights
to be delegated from Member A to Visitor V. The access rights of Visitor V will be the intersection
between the set of rights of Member A and set of rights accepted by the filter. The control knowledge, i.e. access control rules, consists of social relationships and filtering conditions. As shown
in Figure 3, we need to setup the authority filter based on access control knowledge in order to
delegate access control rights based on social relationships.
If the access rights delegation occurs without limitation, it may cause degradation of trustworthy.
Therefore, we introduce the concept of “delegation allowance”. Only a person with delegation
allowance can delegate his access rights to others.
3.3: Design of the proposed scheme
3.3.1: Design model

In our scheme we introduce an access control model which consists of the following seven elements, i.e., resources, users (visitor and member), access rights, authority filter, social relationship,
authority place and access control knowledge. Figure 4 shows our access control model. We will
explain it in detail as follows.
• Resource I: computing or information resources.
• Visitor V: a visitor who wants to use the resources but is not having access rights regularly.
• Member M: a member of the organization who already has access rights for the resources.
5
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Figure 4. Access control model of our scheme.
• Access rights (permission) P: a set of permissions for the resources.
• Authority filter F: a set of access rights which can be delegated.
• Social relationship R: a social relation between persons (e.g. if there is a certain research
project, the participants of that projects are bound by social relation).
• Authority place W: a place where personal agents and resource agents are located.
• Access control knowledge K: this knowledge is used to choose authority filter utilizing social
relationships between the persons.
When a Visitor V wants to use a Resource I, the Visitor V choose a Member M who shares a
Social relationship R. After the Member M authenticates the Visitor V, the Member M requests
access rights delegation for the Resource I via a Authority place W. The Resource I generates
Authority filter F by referring both Access control knowledge K and the Relation R. Then Access
rights P, which is a subset of Member M’s Access rights, are transferred to the Visitor V. Here, the
Access rights P are not a combination of Access rights of several members, but Access rights of
only one member. Thus our method can prevent a breach of security or unauthorized access caused
by a combination of several access rights.
Using above model, access rights given to the Visitor V can be decided as subset of Member M’s
Access rights P according to the Social relationship R.
3.3.2: Authority place

The authority place is a one of the important elements which manages the presence of members
and resources available in digital space. We define an instance of authority place w(∈ W) as follows:
w = hmlist , ilist i
mlist = hm0 , m1 , ..., mn i
ilist = hi0 , ii , ..., im i
w ∈ W, mn ∈ M, im ∈ I
In this case, mlist and ilist are sets of personal agents and resource agents in an authority place
respectively. In other words, our authority place is formed of personal agents and resource agents.
The personal agent’s presence in authority place might change according to member’s log-on and
6
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authorize (v){
( m, r

m

− v ) :=

decideGuarantor (v, w);

p := delegatePermissions ( m, r
v

m

− v );

allow( p );
v

}
delegatePermissions ( m, r

m

− v ){

f := getPermissionFilter ( r

m

p := m. p

list

return

− v );

∧ f;

p;

}
v : Visitor
m : Member
r

m

−v

: Social Relationship between m and v

w : Authority place
p : Permission delegated to v
v

m. p : Permission list of m
list

Figure 5. Algorithm for access delegation.
log-off activities. Therefore w also changes reflecting the presence of members. A personal agent
m is defined as:
m = hdm , rvlist , plist i
rvlist = hrv0 , rv1 , · · · , rvn i
rvk = hrk , vk i
plist = hp0 , p1 , · · · , pn i
rk ∈ R, vk ∈ V, pk ∈ P
Here, dm represents the member’s data and rvlist represents the set of social relationships of the
member and a visitor.
3.3.3: Delegation of access rights

In our scheme, when a visitor v wishes to use resources in an authority place w, at first v should
search and select a member m with whom v has a social relationship r. Then v should be identified
and authenticated by m. After that, the authority filter is generated using access control knowledge and the social relationship between v and m. As a result, the access rights pm held by a
member m is intersected with an authority filter set f , and a set of access rights pv which is delegated to a visitor v is decided. The process of delegation of access rights from the member m to
the visitor v is shown in Figure 5. This algorithm starts with the selection of the socially related
member by the DecideGuarantor function. Then the delegateP ermissions function calls the
getP ermissionF ilter and returns the proper access rights. In Figure 6 we show how the access
knowledge works. In this case, if a visitor v and a member m have a relationship such as “CooperativeResearcher”, access rights p1, p2, p3 and p4 are delegated to v. Otherwise if the relation is
7
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getPermiss ionFilter ( rm −v ){
if ( rm −v ==" CooperativeResearcher" )
return[ p1, p 2, p3, p 4];
elseif ( rm −v ==" OldBoy" )
return[ p3, p 4];
elseif ( rm −v ==" Friend" )
return[ p 4];
else
return[];
}

Figure 6. Access control knowledge for a laboratory.
“OldBoy” or “Friend”, limited access rights are delegated.
3.4: Process of access rights delegation
A process of access rights delegation is shown in Figure 7. Personal Agents A, B, V represent
Member A, Member B and Visitor V respectively. Here we assume Visitor V wishes to use a resource
which is controlled by resource agent 1. Also we assume that Visitor V and Member A participate in
the same research project, so they have a social relationship. The detailed process of access rights
delegation is as follows:
1. Personal Agent V sends a request for access rights to Personal Agents in the authority place.
2. The Personal Agents of members who have any social relation with Visitor V, in this case
Personal Agent A, reply to it.
3. Personal Agent V finds Member A and Visitor V to have a social relation, then chooses Personal Agent A as a guarantor.
4. Member A becomes the guarantor to Visitor V, and Personal Agent A tries to authenticate
Visitor V by a certain authentication method.
5. If the authentication is succeeded, Personal Agent A requests delegation of access rights to
Resource Agent 1.
6. Resource Agent 1 decides access rights which can be delegated from Member A to Visitor V
by following filtering steps described in Section 3.3.3. Then access rights are gives to Personal Agent V.
After Step 6, when Member A leave the authority place, access rights delegated to Visitor V are
revoked immediately by Resource Agent 1, and the authorization process is restarted from Step 1.

4: Application of the proposed scheme
4.1: Overview of the system
To confirm effectiveness of our scheme, we designed and implemented a cooperative work support system with the proposed scheme. This system realizes the access control for resources owned
8
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Figure 7. Flow of access authorization.
by organizations, and also the system can be applied for emergent activities of members and visitors
by utilizing social relationships. Figure 8 shows a functional structure of the system. In Figure 8,
there are organization X and Y. These organizations proceed cooperative project. The social relationship “cooperative project member” is constructed among persons who have joined the project.
Due to this social relationship, a person who is a member of both organization Y and the project
can use the resources in organization X. In contrast, a person who belongs to organization Y but
is not a member of the project cannot use the resources in organization X. Also a visitor who does
not belong to both organization X and Y, and has no relationship with member of organization X
cannot use the resource in organization X.
4.2: Agent organization and implementation
We designed and implemented the prototype system as a multi-agent system. The system consists
of three types of agents as follows:
1. Personal Agent: This agent represents a person in digital space. It uses resources instead of
a real person according to the person’s request.
2. Resource Agent: This agent represents resources and holds access control knowledge and an
authority filter. For instance, we implemented a resource agent which represents a printer and
a projector.
3. Authority place Agent: This agent realizes an authority place. It keeps track of the presence
of personal agents and resource agents, and also mediates messages among personal agents
and resource agents.
Figure. 9 shows the agent organization of the prototype system. In the Figure. 9, Personal Ag
A, B and V are personal agents of Member A, Member B and Visitor V respectively. Authority
Place Ag is an authority place agent. The authority place is administrated by Authority Place Ag.
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Figure 8. A functional structure of cooperative work support system.

Table 1. Performatives of agents in the prototype system.
Agent
Performatives
Descriptions
Personal Agent
requestDerivation
Request access rights for a Resource Agent.
Personal Agent
askForGuarantor
Ask for Personal Agents of members being
guarantor of this agent.
Personal Agent
relatedUsers
Inform guarantor chose by this agent.
Authority place Agent requestAuthentication Request authentication of the visitor for the
guarantor.
Personal Agent
authenticationSuccess Inform that the visitor is authenticated successfully.
Personal Agent
authenticationFailure Inform that the visitor is not authenticated.
Resource Agent
derivationResult
Inform delegated access rights to the visitor.
Here, presence of a person is represented as the existence of a personal agent in authority place.
For example, when a personal agent of Visitor V sends a message of access rights requirement for a
resource but no response is returned, it implies that there are no member who has social relationship
with Visitor V, and as a result access for requested resource is denied.
Each agent communicates with KQML (Knowledge Query Manipulation Language) based agent
communication language. Major performatives used in the prototype system is shown in Table 1.
We implemented the system by using the DASH [7] system which is rule-based agent framework,
and IDEA [19] which is an integrated design environment for DASH. We used the Java language
to implement base processes controlled by DASH agents. We implemented the agents described
in Figure. 9 with 37 Java classes, which have totally 898 steps for agents and 4783 steps for Java
classes.
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Figure 9. Agent organization of prototype system.

5: Experiments and evaluation
To evaluate our scheme, we conducted experiments with some scenarios under certain conditions
depicted in Figure 10. Member A and Member B are members of a laboratory, and Visitor V1 and
Visitor V2 are visitors. Visitor V1 and Member A are members of the same cooperative research
group. Visitor V2 and Member B are also members of another cooperative research group. So there
are social relationships according to these cooperative research groups. In addition, Member A is a
student of the laboratory and Member B is a staff of the laboratory, so Member B has more access
rights than Member A. We assume the situation that a visitor comes to the laboratory’s authority
place to proceed cooperative research. Here, we conducted experiments as followings: (1) no one is
in the laboratory, (2) only Member A is present, (3) only Member B is present, (4) both Member A
and Member B are present.
In each scenario, the Authority Place Ag and the Resource Ags are always activated. On the
other hand, the Personal Ag A and B are activated in accordance with presence of Member A and
Member B. In the experiments, the Personal Ag V begins access rights delegation process through
the steps described in Section 3.4. This process was finished within 0.8 seconds for all scenarios.
Figure 11 shows the experimental results. We confirmed that both Visitor V1 and Visitor V2
could obtain access rights by a social relationship as “cooperative research member”, but the access
rights of Visitor V1 and Visitor V2 were not the same. This is because Visitor V1 and Visitor V2
are delegated access rights from different members. On the other hand, in scenario (1), we found
that no access rights are delegated for both visitors. In this scenario, since no member with social
relationships to the visitor is present, the system cannot verify identity of the visitor, and no access rights are delegated. In other words, absence of Member A means that cooperative work of
Member A and Visitor V1 cannot be proceeded. Therefore Visitor V1 cannot get access rights when
11
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Figure 11. Experimental results.
Member A is absent.
From the above results, we verified that the Authority Place Ag and the Personal Ags successfully
represented presence of members, and Personal Ag could obtain access rights from the Resource
Ags in accordance with social relation ships. Hence, it is confirmed that our scheme can delegate
access rights for temporal activities utilizing relationships of persons who are present in digital
space.

6: Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel agent-based access rights delegation scheme which utilizes
social relationships between a native member and a visitor. Our scheme can deal with emergent situation effectively because access rights delegation of our scheme is dynamically proceeded depending on presence of a guarantor. We conducted the experiments using a prototype system. Through
the experimental results, we confirmed the effectiveness of our scheme. In future work, we will
apply our scheme to several applications in digital space such as 3D collaborative environments,
and investigate the effect of our scheme for social reality.
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